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Abstract—Distributed dataflow systems like Spark and Flink enable the use of clusters for scalable data analytics. While runtime prediction models can be used to initially select appropriate cluster resources given target runtimes, the actual runtime performance of dataflow jobs depends on several factors and varies over time. Yet, in many situations, dynamic scaling can be used to meet formulated runtime targets despite significant performance variance.

This paper presents Enel, a novel dynamic scaling approach that uses message propagation on an attributed graph to model dataflow jobs and, thus, allows for deriving effective rescaling decisions. For this, Enel incorporates descriptive properties that capture the respective execution context, considers statistics from individual dataflow tasks, and propagates predictions through the job graph to eventually find an optimized new scale-out. Our evaluation of Enel with four iterative Spark jobs shows that our approach is able to identify effective rescaling actions, reacting for instance to node failures, and can be reused across different execution contexts.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Across all domains the amount of data being generated is continually increasing and consequently the need to process and analyse large volumes of data has become an increasingly essential part of any data processing environment. It is here where scalable data-parallel processing jobs are frequently employed to extract valuable information from this data. Nowadays these processing jobs can be developed with the help of distributed dataflow systems like Spark [1] and Flink [2], which take care of the parallelism, distribution, and fault tolerance. As the management of computational resources is often not directly handled by these distributed dataflow systems, they commonly make use of resource management systems such as YARN [3] or Kubernetes [4] to provision resources for the individual processing jobs.

Yet, as the configuration of clusters is traditionally a manual task, finding near optimal resource allocations is difficult as even frequent users and experts do not always fully understand system and workload dynamics [5], [6]. As a consequence, providing methods which automate this process has become a popular area of research [5], [15]. The need for more sophisticated solutions has been further reinforced by the rise of cloud computing which has led to an increase in the diversity of resource and infrastructures, as well as, users data processing requirements [17], [12]. In light of this situation, it is necessary to support users in finding a suitable resource configuration that is in line with their respective requirements.

Various solutions have been proposed regarding the optimization of resource configurations. Some methods are designed for specific processing frameworks [13]–[15], others conduct an iterative profiling strategy [8], [16]–[18], and a third line of work builds runtime models for evaluating possible configurations [7], [19]–[24]. However, even with optimized initial resource allocation, the performance of processing jobs can vary greatly due to factors such as data locality, inference between jobs, and failures which impact the performance over time. Consequently, processing jobs should be continuously monitored to ensure any QoS (Quality of Service) requirements involving job runtimes and resource utilization should be adhered to. At the same time, it is desirable to develop reusable solutions in order to reduce the initial expense of finding near-optimal configurations.

In this paper we present Enel, a black-box approach to continuously optimizing processing jobs where the underlying graph structure of data-parallel tasks are explicitly taken into consideration. In contrast to related state of the art methods [21], [25], our approach models a distributed dataflow job and its components as an attributed, directed graph and aims to learn the relationship between nodes and their respective predecessor nodes. This is fostered by attaching descriptive properties to the individual nodes that at best describe the respective context of the job execution, e.g. dataset size, algorithm name, or machine type. The learned relationships and attached context information are then used to predict the individual runtimes and runtime statistics. During online inference, data emitted from the current job execution is gathered and used to continuously update runtime predictions. Based on a specified runtime target and the remaining predicted runtime, the current resource allocation is eventually optimized to bear in mind QoS constraints.

Contributions. The contributions of this paper are:

- A novel modeling approach for dynamic scaling that incorporates scale-out information, descriptive properties of the job execution context, and application metrics, while also exploiting the underlying graph structures of data-parallel tasks in distributed dataflow jobs. We show that hereby, we can achieve accurate and robust prediction results and thus a reliable dynamic scaling mechanism.
An evaluation of our approach to dynamic scaling in various different experiments. We investigate our approach in the presence of failures, and show that our graph model is reusable in different contexts.

A repository\(^1\) with all relevant source code and data, accompanied by comprehensive information regarding setups, configurations, and application of our method.

Outline. The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section II discusses the related work. Section III describes and discusses our modeling approach. Section IV outlines the architecture decisions behind Enel. Section V presents the results of our comprehensive evaluation. Section VI concludes the paper and gives an outlook towards future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Existing solutions for dynamic resource allocation problems of distributed data processing jobs typically involve choosing an initial configuration offline and subsequently adjusting the resources for the running job online, i.e. during the execution.

This section discusses related work that addresses both of these sub-problems and puts them in relation to Enel.

A. Offline Runtime Prediction

Several model-based offline approaches for selecting cluster configurations exist. They often use runtime data to predict the scale-out and runtime behavior of jobs. The runtime data can be gained either from dedicated profiling with a sample of the dataset or previous full executions [19], [20], [23], [24], [26], [27].

**Ernest** [19] uses a parametric model for the scale-out behavior of jobs, which is trained on the results of sample runs on reduced input data. This succeeds for programs which exhibit intuitive scale-out behaviors. Ernest uses optimal experiment design to select configurations to test in the sample runs.

Another example is **Vanir** [26], which firstly finds a good-enough initial configuration for profiling runs by using a heuristics method, and then utilizes Mondrian forest based performance model and transfer learning to progressively improve the configuration in the production runs. In addition, Vanir employs transfer learning in the profiling phase to eliminate the cost of profiling runs for similar jobs.

**Bell** [20] is an approach which can continue to learn the job’s scale-out behavior from historical full executions besides initial runs. It automatically chooses via cross-validation between a parametric model based on that of Ernest and a non-parametric model, which leads to an overall increase in prediction accuracy. Enel uses Bell’s runtime model as part of its process of finding a good initial resource allocation.

Gaining training data for the profiling leads to overhead in both time and to some extent also cost. Meanwhile, metrics from previous executions of a job are not always available. As a possible remedy for this issue, we previously proposed a system [27] that facilitates the global sharing of context aware runtime models, allowing for runtime prediction based on historical executions of a job by different users [23], [24]. Enel assumes a recurring job and thus, the initial profiling cost can be amortized over time. However, even the most well-trained runtime models cannot anticipate failures in the cluster, which could endanger reaching the runtime target. Likewise, data locality will also have an impact on the runtimes of frequently performed jobs as tasks are not guaranteed to be scheduled on the same nodes where the data files reside. Enel therefore additionally monitors the execution and dynamically scales the cluster as required to reach runtime targets.

B. Progress Estimation and Dynamic Scaling

There are several works that attempt to estimate the progress of iterative distributed data processing jobs [21], [28], [29]. These estimates can then be used to continuously re-evaluate the current resource configuration and make adjustments towards a given runtime target for the job [21]. Besides meeting deadlines, progress estimation can also be used to support scheduling decisions in shared clusters [30]–[32].

Sahni and Vidyarthi [28] propose a dynamic and cost-effective algorithm to schedule deadline-constrained jobs in public clouds. It incorporates information on performance variability among virtual machines and instance acquisition delay. To achieve the cost-effective goal, it scales in a just-in-time schedule manner.

Thonglek and et al. [29] utilizes model-based deep reinforcement learning (RL) to achieve an auto-scaling system for real time processing applications. To address the problem of dynamic input data size and unpredictable availability of resources, it applies deep RL to continuously optimize scaling by observing and learning from the previous settings.

**Ellis** [21] uses progress estimates as a basis for dynamic re-allocations of resources to meet a runtime target. Progress is estimated by continuously monitoring scale-out behavior of the job’s individual stages and comparing it to that of previous executions. It predicts the remaining runtime of jobs and then scales out to meet the runtime target if needed.

Most previous works either utilize no information on resource availability and cluster loads, or do not consider the directed acyclic graph (DAG) of jobs, which makes it harder to satisfy user constraints in complex environments, e.g., running in a multi-tenant cluster. Enel, however, uses message propagation on an attributed graph to model the progress of distributed dataflow jobs and only uses a single global model, thus being more robust to complex situations like resource competitions and small changes of the execution context.

III. APPROACH

This section presents our approach Enel and its usage to select resources according to formulated runtime targets. As it is designed for reusability, context-awareness, and operates on graphs, we will discuss the individual aspects in the following.

A. Preliminaries

Distributed dataflows are commonly modeled as graphs to represent the temporal relationships between consecutive or

\(^1\)https://github.com/dos-group/enel-experiments
parallel actions. A directed, weighted, and attributed graph $G^{(k)} = (V^{(k)}, E^{(k)})$ consists of a set of vertices $V^{(k)} = \{v_1, \ldots, v_n\}$ and a set of edges $E^{(k)} \subseteq \{(v_i, v_j) | v_i, v_j \in V^{(k)}\}$. One can also write $V(G^{(k)})$ and $E(G^{(k)})$. An edge $e_{ij} \in E^{(k)}$ describes a directed connection between vertex $v_i$ and $v_j$, and $|e_{ij}|$ is the corresponding edge weight. Thus, the node $v_j$ is then called a neighbor of node $v_i$, formally written as $j \in \mathcal{N}(i)$. Throughout this paper, we use the notion of $G^{(k)}$ to refer to the $k$-th component of a distributed dataflow job, e.g. a concrete iteration in the case of iterative dataflows. Consequently, we define a dataflow job as a sequence $D = (G^{(1)}, G^{(2)}, \ldots, G^{(n-1)}, G^{(n)})$ of $n$ graphs, each corresponding to a component of the job. This is depicted in Figure 1 and is of importance to our approach.

The execution of distributed dataflows is characterized by descriptive properties. These are different based on the concrete dataflow system and execution environment. Examples are job parameters, hardware specifications of the underlying infrastructure, the size of the dataset to be processed, or versions of utilized software. Properties are furthermore available on multiple levels, i.e. a node $v_i \in V(G^{(k)})$ is characterized by different properties than the corresponding component $k$. We estimate the execution context of a job using the entirety of its descriptive context properties.

### B. General Idea

While an initial resource allocation for a target runtime can be computed using historical data or profiling, there are a variety of factors influencing the actual runtime, e.g. data locality or failures. In order to meet given runtime targets despite these factors, it is advisable to continuously monitor the progress of a dataflow job and to make changes in the resource allocation, when jobs do not progress as expected.

With our approach Enel, we aim at learning to predict the scale-out behavior of jobs by explicitly incorporating the job graph for modeling distributed dataflows. As each graph node is described by its descriptive context properties and also runtime statistics, we are enabled to make predictions based on locally available information and the respective predecessor nodes. Estimated runtimes and metrics are eventually propagated through the graph to successor nodes, which in turn use them to compute own predictions. Runtime predictions are accumulated in the process of propagation, providing a runtime prediction for the respective graph, as illustrated in Figure 2.

For training our graph-based model, it is required to present it with a sufficient amount of graphs. Therefore, our approach is especially suitable for iterative dataflows as the number of available graphs to learn from is numerous, since each iteration results in a new component modeled as graph. Later, during monitoring of a job execution, our trained graph model can be used to predict the remaining runtime of the job, and potentially adapt the scale-out to meet the given runtime target.

### C. Context Encoding

In order to make use of descriptive properties of a job execution context, we require an efficient, yet robust way of representing these properties. In a first step, we transform each property $p$ to a vector of fixed-size length $\vec{p} \in \mathbb{R}^N$, i.e.

$$\vec{p} = [\lambda, \vec{q}_1, \vec{q}_2, \ldots, \vec{q}_{L-1}, \vec{q}_L]^T,$$

where $\vec{q} \in \mathbb{R}^L$ with $L = N - 1$ is a vector and $\vec{q}_1, \ldots, \vec{q}_L$ its elements, obtained from an encoding method as

$$\vec{q} = \begin{cases} \text{hasher}(p) & p \notin \mathbb{N}_0 \\ \text{binarizer}(p) & p \in \mathbb{N}_0 \end{cases}$$

and $\lambda \in \{0, 1\}$ is a binary prefix indicating the utilized method, i.e. hasher or binarizer.

The hasher method operates on textual properties (e.g. job parameters) and combines character cleansing and n-gram extraction to derive terms. The occurrence of each resulting term $t_s$ is then counted and inserted at a specific position in the output vector, such that $\vec{q}_j = |t_s|$, where the index $j$ is calculated by a hash function that realizes the term to index mapping. Lastly, the resulting vector $\vec{q}$ is projected on the euclidean unit sphere, such that $\sum_{j=1}^{L} |\vec{q}_j|^2 = 1$ is ensured.

The binarizer method takes a natural number and converts the respective value into its binary representation. As a consequence, each property $p \in \mathbb{N}_0$ (e.g. number of CPU cores) can be encoded as long as $p \leq 2^L$ holds true. This allows for uniquely encoding any number of reasonable size.

As many of the hereby computed vectors can be expected to be sparse, we further employ an auto-encoder to obtain dense, low-dimensional representations. These so called embeddings are later used in downstream prediction tasks. Given a vector $\vec{p} \in \mathbb{R}^N$, a decoder function $h$ will try to reconstruct the
original vector from the embedding \( \tilde{c} \in \mathbb{R}^M \) calculated by the encoder function \( g \), such that \( \min \| \hat{p} - h(\tilde{c}) \|_2^2 \) and \( M \ll N \).

### D. Prediction and Propagation

For rescaling decisions, we mainly focus on three sources of information that can be gathered for each node \( v_i \in V(G^{(k)}) \):

- **Scale-out**, i.e. the number of workers available at the start and at the end of the respective set of parallel tasks, i.e. \( a_i \) and \( z_i \). We from here on use the enriched vector representations \( \vec{a}_i, \vec{z}_i \in \mathbb{R}^3 \) altered from the parametric model discussed in [19], with e.g. \( \vec{a}_i \) derivable as \( \vec{a}_i = [1 - \frac{1}{a_i}, \log(a_i), a_i]^\top \).

- **Metrics**, which compactly describe the state of the execution environment and the special characteristics of individual sets of parallel tasks, denoted as \( \vec{m}_i \in \mathbb{R}^+ \). Examples are CPU or memory utilization.

- **Context properties**, which capture the overall context of the job execution and thus allow for differentiating between related contexts. We compute a context vector \( \vec{c}_i \in \mathbb{R}^{10M} \), which is the result of a vector concatenation \( \vec{c}_i = \vec{u}_i \parallel \vec{v}_i \parallel \vec{w}_i \), with \( \vec{u}_i, \vec{v}_i, \vec{w}_i \in \mathbb{R}^M \). The latter denote mean vectors of context embeddings computed in Subsection III-C where \( \vec{u}_i \) covers all always available properties (e.g. job signature), \( \vec{v}_i \) accounts for properties which are not necessarily uniformly recorded (e.g. software versions), and \( \vec{w}_i \) is the mean vector of all properties unique to the respective set of parallel tasks (e.g. number of tasks, attempt ID).

These information will be used to compute messages and propagate them through the graph. We design multiple functions to achieve our goal of graph-based runtime prediction, which we then use to derive reasonable rescaling recommendations. Given a node \( v_i \in V(G^{(k)}) \), we predict its rescaling **overhead** using a function \( f_1 : \mathbb{R}^+ \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) that takes into account the enclosing context, the metrics recorded for this node, the start and end scale-out, and the fraction of time the node spent in different scale-outs. Formally, we write

\[
\hat{o}_i = f_1(\vec{c}_i, \vec{m}_i, \vec{a}_i, \vec{z}_i, r_i),
\]

where \( \hat{o}_i \in \mathbb{R} \) denotes the predicted overhead, and \( r_i \) is the aforementioned fraction of time. Taking the overhead into account, e.g. due to changed data I/O reflected in captured metrics, we subsequently predict the node **runtime** with

\[
\hat{t}_i = f_2(\vec{c}_i, \vec{m}_i, \vec{z}_i, \hat{o}_i),
\]

using a function \( f_2 : \mathbb{R}^+ \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \), with \( \hat{t}_i \) being the predicted runtime. Note that \( f_2 \) only considers the end scale-out, but incorporates the predicted overhead to accurately model the runtime. While \( \hat{t}_i \) is the predicted runtime for a particular node, we also compute the total prospective runtime up to a certain node by accumulating the propagated predictions. Thus, for any node \( v_i \), the accumulated runtime is established with

\[
\hat{t}_i = \hat{t}_i + \max_{j \in N(i)} \hat{t}_j,
\]

Consequently, for the last node in a graph, \( \hat{t}_i \) is also the predicted total runtime of the graph.

In order to predict the remaining runtime of a running dataflow job, we need to ensure that the respective function inputs reflect the current job execution as good as possible. As the enclosing execution context is static by definition after a single dataflow job execution, the start and end scale-out for future iterations are ideally equal (i.e. we assume a non-changing scale-out after we have adapted it), an important remaining thing we need to take care of are metrics. Thus, we aim at learning the metrics of a node based on its context, scale-out, and the metrics of its predecessor nodes. This would allow us to predict metrics for nodes and propagate these through the graph in order to effectively calculate the desired runtimes. In a first step, we aim at learning the relevance of predecessor nodes and their metrics in light of the enclosing context. Inspired by [33], we write \( \vec{x}_i = \vec{a}_i \| \vec{z}_i \| \vec{e}_i \) and compute

\[
|e_{ij}| = \frac{\exp(\sigma(\tilde{f}_3(\vec{x}_i, \vec{x}_j)))}{\sum_{k \in N(i)} \exp(\sigma(\tilde{f}_3(\vec{x}_i, \vec{x}_k)))},
\]

i.e. the edge weights, where \( f_3 : \mathbb{R}^+ \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^+ \) is a function that transforms the respective context vectors, \( \sigma \) is a non-linear activation, and \( \vec{a} \) is a learnable attention weight vector. The scalar result is subsequently normalized using softmax, such that the sum of all edge weights for incoming edges of a node equals one. Eventually, metrics are predicted with

\[
\vec{m}_i = \sum_{j \in N(i)} |e_{ij}| \cdot f_4(\tilde{f}_3(\vec{x}_i, \vec{x}_j), \vec{m}_j),
\]

where \( f_4 : \mathbb{R}^+ \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^+ \) is a function that transforms predecessor metrics given the enclosing context. At last, we compute \( \vec{m}_i \) as a weighted average of vectors. We are thus estimating and propagating the metric vectors of successor nodes for which actual metrics are not necessarily available yet. The predictions can in turn be used to estimate the corresponding runtimes, which effectively allows us to make predictions for remaining iterations of a respective dataflow job.

In a last step, we explicitly establish a relationship between multiple iteration graphs with the use of summary nodes. For a graph \( G^{(k)} \), the corresponding summary nodes \( P^{(k)} \) and \( H^{(k)} \) are installed as predecessor nodes to the respective root node(s) of the next graph \( G^{(k+1)} \). The summary node \( P^{(k)} \) belongs to the component \( k \) of the current dataflow job execution, and carries information about the start and end scale-out of the component, and mean vectors of the respective context and metric vectors of graph nodes. The summary node \( H^{(k)} \) acts as a historical reference point, where the previously mentioned node information are each averaged across the \( \beta \) most similar historical summary nodes of the target component. These \( \beta \) nodes are selected based on scale-out proximity. The purpose of \( H^{(k)} \) is to stabilize the inference process during the propagation of predictions. The summary nodes are only considered for the metric vector prediction.
IV. ARCHITECTURE

Enel is devised as a blackbox approach, i.e., it is designed as an external component that does not make assumptions about the availability of specific statistics or monitoring data. A user can decide which information to use for representing the job execution context and runtime statistics. Our approach only requires information about the scale-out at any particular point in time and the fraction of time spent in either start scale-out or end scale-out (e.g., for a set of tasks), which can be fairly assumed to be present in each dataflow system.

A. Interaction and Usage

Given a distributed dataflow job, the idea follows that a respective dataflow system can consult our external service and receive a scale-out recommendation for a user-specified runtime target. Upon each request, Enel tunes a pre-trained model for the targeted job with the most recent runtime information. It then constructs the remaining component graphs using the static component characteristics gathered from historical job executions, and eventually uses the tuned model for inference on the connected component graphs. In this process, predictions are made and pushed through the graphs, until the final component is reached. These operations are repeated for any valid scale-out over a defined range and the accumulated runtime predictions are then used to select the configurations which best comply with the runtime targets. If used for finding a good initial resource allocation, Enel adheres to this process with slight modifications. As the first component of a graph has no predecessor nodes which could be exploited, Enel uses a simple runtime model, namely Bell [20], on the historical data of the first graph component, and adds the predicted values to its own given the remaining graph components.

B. Prototypical Implementation

For our experiments, we developed our prototype with a lightweight web service implemented with Python. We choose Apache Spark as the distributed dataflow system and schedule Spark applications using the Kubernetes resource manager. In this scenario, we implement a listener within Spark that gathers runtime statistics and facilitates communication with our service. Regarding metrics used in our optimization process, five were selected directly from within the Spark listener, namely CPU utilization, Shuffle R/W, Data I/O, the fraction of time spent in garbage collection, and the ratio of memory spilled to disk to peak execution memory. Enel uses these metrics together with context properties to predict the remaining runtime and, if required, recommends an optimized scale-out. This scale-out recommendation is then used within our Spark listener to renegotiate resources with Kubernetes.

C. Prediction Model

For modeling we employ soft computing, i.e., we realize each of our differentiable functions \( f_1, f_2, f_3, \) and \( f_4 \) as a two-layer feed-forward neural network. The latter are good function estimators with two layers being sufficient to distinguish data that is not linearly separable. Operating on graphs and propagating messages eventually makes our model a spatial graph neural network, as we are defining our calculations in the vertex domain by leveraging the graph structure and aggregating node information. With a total of 5155 learnable parameters, our model allows for training even using a CPU.

V. EVALUATION

This section presents our infrastructure setup and experiment design, followed by a discussion of the obtained results. Further model implementation details and technical information are provided in our repository\(^2\):

A. Infrastructure Setup

All experiments were done on a multi-tenant Kubernetes cluster spanned over 50 machines, which makes each of our scheduled workloads compete with other workloads in the cluster about resources. Of the machines used for deploying the cluster, 42 were also used to roll out a Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), where the datasets and spark jobs

\(^2\)https://github.com/dos-group/enel-experiments
were located. Each Spark application scheduled within the Kubernetes cluster used a scale-out range from 4 to 36 Spark executors. Further details are reported in Table I.

B. Experiment Design

In order to assess the applicability of our approach, we conduct a series of experiments, in which we compare ourselves to related works and simulate the prediction robustness by injecting synthetic failures during spark application executions. We are primarily interested in investigating if and how good our single model, which is reusable due to its context-awareness, performs in comparison to related work that utilizes an ensemble of specialized models.

1) Jobs: We used four Spark jobs as benchmarks, namely Logistic Regression (LR), Multilayer Perceptron Classifier (MPC), K-Means, and Gradient Boosted Trees (GBT). Table II shows the jobs and the respective input parameters. The implementation are based on Spark MLLib\(^4\), a library for implementing distributed machine learning algorithms.

2) Datasets: We used three different datasets for the benchmark jobs. All datasets were generated synthetically.

- Multiclass: A classification dataset with 3 classes and 200 features. The dataset was generated using the classification generator from scikit-learn\(^5\).
- Vandermonde: A regression dataset with 19 features. The dataset was generated using our own generator by explicitly computing the Vandermonde matrix. For this, data points were randomly generated following a polynomial of degree 18 with added Gaussian noise.
- Points: A two-dimensional dataset with points sampled from a Gaussian Mixture Model of eight normal distributions with random cluster centers and equal variances.

3) Objective: Prediction Performance: For each dataflow job, we first perform an initial ten runs without dynamic scaling. The execution data of these ten runs are gathered and later used to train models for initial resource allocation and dynamic scaling. For dynamic scaling, we compare our approach to our own previous work Ellis\(^2\), as it is most related. For initial resource allocation, we rely on the method presented in Ellis to guarantee an equal and fair starting point for both dynamic scaling approaches. After initial model fitting, we conduct various adaptive runs and hereby investigate the performance of our approach. While Ellis is by design fitting and using a new set of models for every new run, we train with Enel a new model from scratch after every fifth run and fine-tune this model then on each of the subsequent five runs.

4) Objective: Prediction Robustness: In order to test the reliability of our method in the presence of partial failures, i.e. the loss of executors while a job is executing, we created a failure injector to inject failures into the running system. Our failure experiments were structured in such a way that they executed across the full time duration of each job execution, where a single failure was injected at any random second within a 90 second interval as long as at least 4 Spark executors were available. Injections resulted in the immediate termination of Spark executor pods, which in turn required Spark, if configured accordingly, to start up new or additional executors to cover for that. We conduct multiple runs which are subject to failure injections, distributed across two phases and interrupted by a handful of normal runs.

5) Evaluation Metrics: We assess the performance of our approach using multiple metrics. First, we utilize metrics introduced in Ellis\(^2\), namely CVC (runtime constraint violation count) and CVS (runtime constraint violation sum). Moreover, we investigate the time to train required for our approach.

C. Results

The general prediction performance over all runs is illustrated in Figure 4. It is observable that Enel, due to its complexity and the limited training data, is initially often volatile in its prediction performance. This is especially evident for runs with MPC or K-Means. Over time though, the predictions tend to stabilize and converge, with the exception of single outliers. In Table III, we report mean and median values of CVC and CVS for each algorithm over multiple ranges. The results support our previous finding of improved prediction performance over time. In general, the predicted runtime is many times only slightly off and regularly below the respective formulated runtime target. From this we conclude that achieving results comparable to state-of-the-art solutions is

---

\(^4\)http://spark.apache.org/mllib/
\(^5\)https://scikit-learn.org/, accessed 2021-06-08
possible given a certain amount of training data to work with. This is interesting, as we only utilize a single model operating on individual graphs and perform training only occasionally, whereas Ellis trains a new set of models after every run, with each model being specialized for a concrete job component. From this we can deduce that the enclosing execution contexts were sufficiently represented using descriptive properties, and that our model was able to make context-aware predictions with the computed embeddings. Moreover, learning the relationships between graphs appears to be beneficial.

In terms of prediction robustness, e.g. in the presence of node failures, Enel reveals a certain stability, where especially the results on K-Means are worth mentioning. In case of initial problems during anomalous runs, the prediction error is significantly corrected with the next scheduled retraining, as can be seen for GBT after iteration 45. For LR, the decisions of Enel tend to lead to a slightly longer runtime, however, as the runtime target is in general quite low, the magnitude of violation is tolerable. Meanwhile, the comparative method Ellis faces difficulties reacting to certain failures, which maximizes for MPC and K-Means. The problems persist also for the second phase of anomalous runs. As indicated by the red crosses, certain runs even had to be terminated manually because a timely application end was not realistic. We thus conclude that Enel is able to react more appropriately to failures due to its consideration of runtime statistics.

Lastly, we discuss the required time for training and prediction. Figure 5 summarizes the measured times for each job class. It can be seen that inference is a fast and robust process, whereas the fine-tuning of a model depends on the number of provided graphs. As a consequence, GBT requires more time as the job is internally decomposed into many components. Either way, we argue that the cost of a few seconds is acceptable given that dataflow jobs usually run for longer periods of times. Note that we did not list the time required for the initial training of the models, as this is a task that can be scheduled for execution periodically.
VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presented Enel, a novel dynamic scaling approach for distributed dataflows. It explicitly incorporates the graph structure of distributed dataflow jobs as well as descriptive properties of job execution contexts to develop a better understanding of how scale-out behaviors are impacted during execution. At any point in time, Enel is able to estimate the remaining runtime of a targeted job and then compares it to projected runtime targets. The resource allocation is then accordingly adapted to at best comply with existing constraints. With the consideration of descriptive context properties, Enel can be reused across multiple iterations of an iterative dataflow job instead of training individual models. Moreover, it is a black-box approach and thus can be used with different resource managers and for different dataflow systems.

We implemented Enel as a graph neural network with multiple task-specific components, which for instance realized the prediction of runtimes and runtime statistics. Our experiments showed that as more data becomes available, Enel is able to improve its predictions and thus achieves comparable results to related works and additionally is able to handle failures in a more robust manner. The advantage of our approach is especially significant for iterative dataflow jobs which incorporate small changes in terms of configurations or inputs. This is as a result of the reusability of our model and thus knowledge from previous related executions is recycled which saves on resource and energy usage.

In the future, we want to further investigate possibilities of exploiting the dataflow graph information for optimized resource allocation, dynamic scaling, and scheduling of multiple dataflow jobs. As this is a common scenario in shared clusters, sophisticated solutions are required and desired.
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